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I find it hard to define legends in my lifetime unless you are Acura or John. Not because of unworthiness. In
fact, quite the opposite.
So I find it easier to acknowledge so many kings and queens who have made and are making iconic moves
while creating lanes for others.
Although there are too many icons to name, the mentioned and unmentioned have equally inspired me and so
many others.
For many icons are defined by their wealth and others are defined by their stealth. However, all are admired for
there body of work, determination, perseverance, and their visions.
Your body of work is just that and although society yearns for the illusion of perfection the realities are we have
all failed and will continue to fall extremely short of a perfect plateau.
As a proud African American male who has invested heavily into the problems in the past, I am now searching
for sound investments in solutions.
Today equality, humility, education, life, love, and mutual respect matters.
During Hillary Clinton’s and Donald Trump’s presidential campaigns, although I was team Hillary, President
Trump and history confirms it is not about our fall from grace it is all about our rise.
Personally, I am focused pushing from a physical space of incarceration trying to comprehend the trials and
tribulations of life while chasing my dreams to obtain Amazon, Warren Buffet, Bill Gates, and Mark Zuckerberg
money while trying to touch the shadows of Nelson Mandela.
My internal drive mirrors the hustles of Jay Z, Diddy, A.I., Fat Joe, the LOX, Meek Mill, Nipsey Hussle, and J
Prince.
Like so many others via Oyezzz, I'm fighting for my future with the twist and hunger of Rick Ross, Yo Gotti,
Jeezy, Big Meech & Southwest, and like Kanye The Game don't stop even if our jaws are wired.
In the hood, we seek Power like 50 Cent gaining an understanding that if we are scared to fail then we are
scared to succeed so we fight with the showmanship of Floyd “Money” Mayweather trying to Do The Right
Thing like Spike Lee.
Today we Set It Off and ride like Latifah, Jada, Vivica, and Kimberly chasing the J.Los, the Eves, Lisa Rayes,
the Kardashians and the Jenners in all shapes and sizes. Some tropical, some exotic, some Salt and some
Pepper but all caliente.
See if we stand for something instead of going for anything not only can we move a nation, we can graduate
Death Row like Boosie, Snoop Dogg, and Dre. As independents, we can bubble like Master P, Ice Cube, Lil
Wayne, and so many others.

Its proven we can stand the test of time like our Higher Powers, Stevie Wonder, Aretha Franklin, and Patti
LaBelle hitting high notes like the church, Whitney Houston, and Mariah Carey.
So many are navigating the global stage like Ali, Michael Jordan, Michael Jackson, Prince, Shaq, Kobe,
LeBron, Tiger Woods, Stephen Curry, and Nike echoing Just Do It against all odds like the 2016 NBA and MLB
Champions Cleveland Cavaliers and Chicago Cubs.
The LGBT communities are now globally accepted more than Ellen or Empire’s Jamal.
Today our swag and use of Ebonics are all by way of Russell Simmons’ vision of Hip Hop.
We are all TMZ, Dish Nation, and Primetime like Deion Sanders and Tracy.
As fast as life passes us by we will never forget Aaliyah, Left Eye, 2Pac, Biggie, José Fernandez, and each of
you unmentioned angels that were lost to unnecessary violence or nonviolence.
Standing 6' 9" running the point like Magic and Cookie throwing no looks to the Buss family, the Lakers greats,
Irv Gottis, Beyoncés, Timberlands, Lady Gagas, Shaunie O'Neals, the Adeles, the Remy Mas, Ariana
Grandes, the 1st and late-round draft picks like Tom Brady, the Jimmy Johnsons, Bryce Harpers, Mike Trouts,
Connor McDavids, and Jack Eichels.
I'm talking about the daily access to heartthrobs like Nicki Minaj, Denzell, both Justin Timberlake and Justin
Beiber.
I'm talking memories like Richard Pryor, Dave Chapelle, Kings & Queens of Comedy, Tyler Perry, and Kevin
Hart, if soccer was the key, Pelle, David Beckham, and our American Female Olympic Gold Medal Teams
would be the heart.
Serena and Venus Williams, Federer, Nadal, and Djokovic are global icons like Oprah, ESPN, VH1, MTV,
BET, and so many other brands doing their thing like LL Cool J rocking the bells multiplying their net worths.
Colin Kaepernick has sent a global message without fears and sacrifice. Many have spoken but afraid of the
ultimate sacrifice.
Today its clear even money can lose power and turn sour. So it’s worthy to praise you who remained loyal on
the conglomerate side encouraging Just Do It like Nike.
Alicia is still playing and singing magical Keys. I got mad love for the everyday girls like Mona Scott-Young,
Monica, Toya, LeToya, Cardi B, Yandy, JoJo, JuJu, Rasheeda, K Michelle, Keisha Cole, Missy Elliot, Lil Kim,
Megan Good, Aeisha Curry, Gabrielle, Wendy Williams, Tiny, Kandi, Angel Brinks, and so many others.
Our T.I. Grand Hustles headlines Good Morning Ameria, Today, THE REAL, THE VIEW, Basketball Wives,
and Love & Hip Hop city to city like Steve Harvey, Kelly Ripa, and Susan Lucci.
I pray Adidas will officially honor Run DMC. Just like when you think of Michael Phelps, Katie Ledecky, that
Jamaican Bolt, Simone Biles, Pat Summit, UConn Females Basketball, Coach K, Phil Jackson, Greg Popovich,
Bill Belichick, the New York Yankees, the LA Dodgers, the Obamas, clearly you think of history.

To all the Canadians, Africans, Nigerians, Austrians, Latins, Germans, Italians, Europeans, Asians, the UK,
Dubai, Western Descents, and all the unmentioned I love you wholehearted.
Who would ever have thought the evolution of Hip Hop would travel to uncharted waters. Look at all the
blessings that have affected all of our sons and daughters.
Undoubtedly people need people. Mr. Zuckerberg if I could have a moment of your time I'll assure you I can
write another chapter to your sequel.
Via our pain, perseverance, and drive confirms we are all walking encyclopedias.
Oyezzz is simply a new epic lane of social media.
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